
As long as the word 
“parent” is understood 
to mean “mother” 
support services 
will continue to 
fail to involve and 
support fathers.

Engaging 
fathers
Developing support 
services with and 
for fathers



Welcome!

Seashells, the Sheerness Children and Families 
Centre, KCC, SILK and Engine share a commitment to 
ensuring that those who are to benefit from services 
should be involved at every level in the planning, 
delivery and evaluation of those services.

Seashells delivers high quality, integrated, innovative 
services to the children and families of Sheerness. More 
than 23,000 contacts are made every year but less than 
one sixth of the adult contacts are with dads and other 
male carers. Seashells is not unusual in that regard; 
all over the country other Children’s Centres find that 
contacting and engaging dads is a huge challenge.

In partnership these agencies have sought to work 
alongside a group of dads in Sheerness to determine just 
what type of services, and what style of delivery will best 
help them to do their jobs – as dads – more effectively.
The process was dynamic, noisy, exciting, interactive 
but most of all, it was fun. Food – and its preparation 
- played a vital role in facilitating these discussions 
but most of all it was the dads themselves who 
made it work – we are indebted to them all.

The results of that process are presented here not as 
a recipe for action nor just as a record of what took 
place in late evening sessions in Seashells but in 
the hope of stimulating constructive and imaginative 
thinking in addressing these and similar challenges 
in other Children’s Centres around the country. 

John Fowler, Director
and Pat Bacon, Manager

July 2008

About SILK

The Social Innovation Lab for Kent was 
set up in 2007, with two central tasks. 
First, to provide a creative, challenging 
environment for a wide range of staff to 
work together on some of the toughest 
challenges the county faces. And second, 
through drawing upon cutting edge practice 
in the sectors of business, design and the 
social sciences, SILK set out to embed 
a way of working across the council that 
puts people – citizens – at the centre. 

By starting with people rather than 
existing services, and by bringing 
diverse teams together, SILK’s approach 
ensures that new solutions improve 
outcomes for the citizens of Kent. For 
more information please contact:

SILK.Team@kent.gov.uk 
01622 (69) 4639
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Kent

Sheerness

Amongst children and family services providers many 
share an obvious question, Where are the fathers? 
Seashells, a Sure Start centre located in Kent, is no 
different. Of the more than 800 registered visitors 
roughly one percent of those are men. The answer 
to this question has become a priority for Seashells 
as evidence mounts to demonstrate the numerous 
benefits of fathers’ engaged in their children’s lives. 

Seashells responds to a very dispersed community 
on the island, poorly connected by public transport, 
with a core set of tailored services for children and 
families including information, childcare and various 
activities, classes, and groups. All of these services are 
principally delivered from within the centre. Although 
many consider the establishment of a regularly attended 
‘Daddy Cool’ fathers’ group a success, staff continued 
to question the causes of low visitation. Amongst other 
suspects were the environment, staff, the presence of 
too many women and the presence of other fathers. 

By establishing a series of broad key questions as 
the basis for the project the centre opened itself 
up to reflect on its current delivery methods and to 
consider completely new approaches, services and 
delivery partners. Answering these questions would 
inform the development of new ways to connect with 
and support more fathers in meaningful ways.    

How do fathers prefer to engage with                   
their children? How can we support them                
in doing so?

How do fathers understand and perceive            
their role within the family?  

Fathers in Kent have told us that they have immense 
love and high hopes for their children. However, fathers 
have told us that they can sometimes feel “invisible” to 
services, e.g staff don’t seem to want to talk to them 
as much as they want to talk to mothers. They also 
feel that services offered to “parents” are held at times 
when most dads are unavailable which compounds 
the feeling of being “invisible” and in some cases, 
has led to fathers being suspicious of services.
 
Yet when dads are positively involved with their 
children national research shows that children have:
 

Better peer relationships                                       
Fewer behaviour problems                                  
Lower criminality and substance abuse                                                          
Higher educational / occupational 
mobility relative to parents                                                                  
Higher self-esteem                                              
Greater life-satisfaction                                       
Greater belief that they can control much 
of what happens to them in life 

 
The Kent Children’s trust strategy for supporting parents 
has committed to doing more to engage and support 
resident and non resident fathers and male carers .To 
do so, we need to address how we design and improve 
our services for both mothers and fathers, how our staff 
communicate, how we engage and approach fathers and 
most of all how we understand and differentiate between 
the issues that dads have as parents –as well as mums.
 
This project is an important pathfinder with key messages 
that will enable us to learn and challenge ourselves to 
improve, with a view to better outcomes for mothers, 
fathers and carers, and most importantly, their children.

Introduction

Amongst children and family services providers many 
share an obvious question, Where are the fathers? 
Seashells, a Sure Start centre located in Kent, is no 
different. Of the more than 800 registered visitors 
roughly one percent of those are men. The answer 
to this question has become a priority for Seashells 
as evidence mounts to demonstrate the numerous 
benefits of fathers’ engaged in their children’s lives. 

Seashells responds to a very dispersed community 
on the island, poorly connected by public transport, 
with a core set of tailored services for children and 
families including information, childcare and various 
activities, classes, and groups. All of these services are 
principally delivered from within the centre. Although 
many consider the establishment of a regularly attended 
‘Daddy Cool’ fathers’ group a success, staff continued 
to question the causes of low visitation. Amongst other 
suspects were the environment, staff, the presence of 
too many women and the presence of other fathers. 

By establishing a series of broad key questions as 
the basis for the project the centre opened itself 
up to reflect on its current delivery methods and to 
consider completely new approaches, services and 
delivery partners. Answering these questions would 
inform the development of new ways to connect with 
and support more fathers in meaningful ways.    

How do fathers prefer to engage with                   
their children? How can we support them                
in doing so?

How do fathers understand and perceive            
their role within the family?  

Local context
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Process
Beginning with a period of user research staff used a topic 
guide to structure a conversation with fathers. Valuable 
information was captured around fathers’ preferences for 
the way they spend time with their children and how they 
perceive their role within the family. The discussions also 
surfaced an important series of needs. While some were 
very practical such as access to information and activities 
fathers could do with their children, others defined a set of 
conditions for the type of support they were looking for.  

To answer these questions a user centred approach was 
adopted that involved actively engaging fathers both 
inside and outside the centre. Placing a core group of 12 
fathers at the centre of the work made them feel welcomed 
and encouraged them to participate. Throughout the 
development stages Seashells captured critical insights 
around the fathers’ needs and developed a family of 
services with fathers that directly respond to those needs. 

Beginning with a design brief the project identified 
unique service aspects identified by dads and captured 
them in a service specification document useful for 
implementation. The various types of activities involved 
are captured here including a list of tools* that were used.
 

1 Planning: Stakeholder mapping, stakeholder prompt 
cards, black book, communications analysis

2 Insight: Topic guide, interviews, observation, 
community mapping

3 Idea generation: Personas, idea templates

4 Improvement and evaluation: Pen portraits, 
evaluation form, voting, curry night

5 Modelling and definition: Word of mouth, desktop 
walkthrough

Design Brief

1 2 3 4 5

Specification

*for more information about tools contact SILK.Team@kent.gov.uk 
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A series of fortnightly workshops were held at Seashells 
after work hours. Each night included a particular set 
of goals and outputs. The tools and exercises used 
within these two-hour sessions facilitated a discussion 
amongst dads that generated more specific insights 
about their daily lives. The details that emerged 
began to define important service characteristics, 
particularly around ease, cost and convenience. 

A diverse set of solutions was generated by using the 
needs for inspiration. Fathers evaluated the value of each 
one based on their individual preference and impact 
for all dads. Once this selection was weighed against 
organizational capacity a single proposal was taken 
forwards and refined through an active walkthrough 
that helped to add more detail and build momentum 
necessary for making the service real. Key stakeholders 
were invited to participate in the final session as part 
of an effort to test and model the service’s potential.

Dads need...

to feel confident. Men can feel inexperienced 
as carers and easily question their skills. Find 
or create trusted environments that are inclusive 
and non-judgmental where they can develop 
confidence in their interactions with their children. 

to be respected. Dads define their role differently 
than mums. They have different priorities that 
determine how they interact with their children and 
the contribution they make as fathers. Programmes 
and ‘parent’ materials must acknowledge this. 

to access relevant information. Information 
and resources for dads are often seen as 
being unavailable or inaccessible. Consider 
communications channels that are consistent with 
their daily routines and information sources. 

to feel encouraged. Current offerings can leave 
dads feeling invisible and excluded. By providing 
them with appropriate points of contact to discuss 
their concerns and trusted sources of information 
they can feel like they are being supported. 

to feel they are in control of their involvement. Dads 
can feel that they are limited in their ability to interact 
with their children on their terms. Try to provide greater 
flexibility regarding scheduling and create a better 
awareness of what resources are available to them. 
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Seashells informs
Enablers

Community card 
Better services

Seashells on wheels
Better services

Family of services
Collaborative development with fathers produced 
opportunities that ranged from mobile satellite units 
for isolated areas of the island to an event that fused a 
‘stag do’ with a baby shower, for educating expecting 
fathers about the road ahead. More than just identifying 
services the sessions also highlighted proposals 
for changes to the way the Sure Start organization 
connects with its users. Although varied, the results 
can be understood as a family of connected ideas 
to be prioritized and linked for greater effect. 

Many of the services that emerged were not explicitly father 
oriented. Instead they are defined by features that address 
barriers such as inconsistent work schedules and difficulty 
in accessing information. Responding to the dual needs 
for information and activities was a clear opportunity to 
combine the delivery of information with the promotion of 
activities. The individual services also prompted thinking 
around new methods for improving the centre’s ability to 
collect feedback to support service design and redesign.

The services represented here are categorized 
as ‘enablers’ and ‘better services for fathers’: 

Enablers represent priority 
areas, such as a male 
support worker and tailored 
communications, which are 
critical to improving Seashells 
capacity for service delivery

Better services for dads 
demonstrates fathers vision 
for services provided off site  

B
et

te
r s

ervices for dads

Seashellssss

En
ablers

Street  Team
Enablers

Textletter
Better services
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‘Go’ community card
‘Go’ is a community card and information resource for 
parents. Accepted by local businesses this free card 
saves money on activities, purchases, lessons and 
rentals. 

The card is available at convenient locations across the 
island the card can be easily acquired and used at a 
network of partners and businesses selected by fathers. 
The card is also packaged with the delivery of frequent 
updates on activities happening locally. 

Information updates collated from various partner 
organizations and local sources are communicated to 
parents according to their preferences, allowing them to 
specify the type of information that is important to them 
and where and how often they would like to receive it, 
making information available on their terms.  

The various stages of a user’s adoption of the ‘Go’ 
community card are illustrated on the following pages 
with explanations of key features: 

Benefits
The ‘Go’ card is specifically targeted towards 
helping fathers engage with their children on their 
own terms. It does this by responding to their 
needs for easy-to-access information, cheaper 
alternatives, and activities on their schedule.

Advanced warning and reminders allow fathers 
to have a greater sense of control over planning 
satisfying activities to do with their children.  

Use of appropriate communications channels 
and language helps fathers feel respected and 
encouraged.

Through discounts centred around activities 
the card responds to fathers preference for 
engaging with their children through activities. 

Discounts help to make more opportunities 
available to fathers.     

1 2 3 4 5 6

Find out

Sign up

Rec
eiv

e

Use Get 
inform

ed

Refe
rra

l
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3. Receive

An easily distinguished Go Welcome 
Pack arrives at home the following week. 
This package contains a personally 
addressed note introducing the card, a list 
and map of the businesses, an activities 
calendar, renewal instructions, and a 
discount booklet with additional offers.  

4. Use
Present the card at any participating 
business to take advantage of discounts. 
Group discounts are also available when 
several cards are presented together. 
Renewing the card and changing address 
is a simple process completed by phone, 
text message or a visit to Seashells. 

1. Find out

“Hey Dads this is your kids speaking! 
We want to tell you about the Go 
card - it’s a community card that 
helps you get discounts…”

The card is advertised at all participating 
partners and businesses as well as other 
more tailored channels more consistent 
with the things they read, listen to 
and places fathers go such as, petrol 
stations, leisure centre and DIY shops. 

2. Sign up
Sign up is quick and simple at partner 
locations, which include places that 
parents and children visit frequently, 
such as the library. The card is ready 
to use immediately after the completed 
sign up form has been sent to Seashells 
in a self-addressed envelope. An 
instruction card provides details on use.

Hey Dads this is your kids speaking! 
We want to tell you about the Go 
card - it’s a community card that 
helps you get discounts…



Next steps 
Seashells is investigating the following measures as part of 
future planning:

Put in place mechanisms to ensure that the views 
and opinions of dads are heard, captured and 
acted upon. To include: unobtrusive attendance 
at Daddy Cool by key staff as well as casual, 
unstructured meetings outside the centre.

Appointment of dad’s worker to dedicate time just to 
ensuring dads’ views are heard and to ensure dads 
have a powerful advocate within the staff team.

Explore off site and on site services in collaboration 
with fathers – both those generated via this project and 
be ready to consider more radical and unconventional 
ideas to engage with dads that are not yet mentioned.  

Optimise the collection of data about dads through 
informal conversations with mums and by 
changes to the registration documents to enable 
dads details to be captured (NB There are important 
data protection issues to be considered here).

Regular programme of updates for dads via 
textletter, Fathers Facebook page, and Seashells 
newsletter articles written by and for dads. 

Accept that since women are invariably the primary 
carers our work will be geared more towards them 
and there will always be a disparity between the 
numbers of mums and dads with whom we work.  
But that is no reason not to optimise our work 
with dads and to commit resources to them.

Mums remain the most important way in which to 
access dads and we need to use them more.

Ensure that our learning is made available widely – 
and at the same time we must be ready to hear about 
the experiences (positive and negative) of others.

5. Stay informed

Updates are provided based on user 
preference. Monthly updates arrive 
by post while more frequent weekly 
updates can be sent via text message. 
Updates include new businesses 
added, activities, special deals and 
seasonal offerings linked with special 
times of the year for children.  

6. Referral
Awareness of the card grows through 
ongoing use and exposure as one 
parent introduces another to the card. 
Forwarding on text message updates 
is a quick way to refer others to the 
service. The number on the card can be 
used to answer any questions around 
that interested parents may have. 
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Contact us:
Social Innovation Lab for Kent
Sessions House | County Hall | Maidstone 
Kent | ME14 1XQ
01622 (69) 4639 | SILK.Team@kent.gov.uk 

Engaging fathers

The importance of active 
participation by fathers 
throughout childhood 
continues to be supported 
by ongoing research on 
children and families.
However there is a dearth of 
innovation in the development 
of tailored support services 
that respond to the unique 
needs of fathers. 

The Engaging Fathers 
project was an exploration 
of those needs through 
direct collaboration with 
fathers in the development 
of more responsive 
services. It reveals 
that the current service 
offer is not far off target 
however it is the delivery 
of those services that is.

In collaboration with:


